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Greetings Honorable Madame Chairperson, the distinguished Working Group of 
Indigenous populations and to all of my fellow indigenous brothers and sisters and 
delegates: 

My name is Edgar Bear Runner, and I am an enrolled tribal member representing 
the Great Sioux Nation located inside the belly of the colonial United States of 
America. As indigenous people of North America we prefer  to be recognized and 
called indigenous people from the Oglala Lakota Nation. In the United States 
there are approximately 557 different  federally recognized tribes with over 200 
different  languages. There are seven different  bands that represent and make up 
the Lakota Nation. The United States recognize our government as the Oglala 
Sioux Tribal Government For the past 20 years the United States Census 
Bureau has declared my homeland and my people as the poorest of the poor. Yet 
we still retain the richest culture, tradtion, values and beliefs. Despite US 
colonialism and genocidal attempts to assimilate us into mainstream society, we 
have survived. We are an independent Nation with our own land base, culture, 
people and government. 

Madame chairperson, 

Today I rise to the occasion to share with all of my indigenous brothers and 
sisters from the international community regarding land, the environment and its 
impact upon our tribal people. 

Our nation to nation relationship with the United States of America exists from a 
treaty known as the Great Sioux Nation Treaty of 1868. Today my fellow 
indigenous relations maintain that our 1868 Sioux Nation Treaty is still legal and 
exists as a valid document. 

When the 1868 SIOUX NATION TREATY was made with the United States of 
America. 165 million acres of land was set aside for exclusive use and 
ownership by the Oglala Lakota Nation. In 1889 the USA forced the Oglala Lakota 
Nation into territorial confinement. My people were told to live on a 2.5 million acre 
land known as the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation. My people did not approve of 
any tribal land transfer  of ownership to the United States. 

In 1975 the United States illegally took 133,000 acres of ancestrial homelands 
away from the Oglala Lakota Nation. Through the pre-meditated creation of a 
shoot-out in Oglala, South Dakota that involved the deaths of two FBI agents and 
one tribal member. This shoot out caused the wrongful  imprisonment of an 
innocent man named Leonard Peltier. Leonard has served more than 20 years 
for this unnecessary incident. The shoot-out was nothing more than a smoke 
screen to cover up the illegal aquisition of tribal land by the U.S. Government. 
During this period of time approximately 70 innocent people were murdered, 
many of them children. 

Despite all of the injustices and the illegal aquisition of land; the United States 
Supreme Court awarded the Sioux Nation with 17 million dollars in exchange for 7 
million acres of our sacred Black Hills. My people continue to refuse this 
monotary settlement. We demand that these lands be returned to my people. 



Today the US Government holds in trust for the Ogtala Lakota Nation 
approximately 1.2 million acres of land on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation. 
The Oglala Sioux Tribal Government and the tribal people it serves want to keep 
and maintain their existing tribal lands and also want to regain all lands taken 
illegally by the U.S. Goverment. 

Domestic forums such as the court systems in the U.S. have never been in favor 
of Indigenous Peoples of North American. From the bottom of my heart , I 
personnaly want to thank all those fine brothers and sisters who never gave up up 
and were able to keep the doors to the international community open. It is our 
responsibility to develop procedures and mechanisms to ensure that we can 
realize appropriate status as existing tribal governments and NGO's. It is 
necessary that we have access to international instruments of Human Rights to 
regain and reclaim our ancestrial and indigenous lands. 

With respect to our environment, I would like to share some issues. 

In the mid/summer of 1977 the United States Department of Agriculture used two 
(2) DC/4's to spray the entire Shannon County located on the Pine Ridge Indian 
reservation. They used a chemical spray that brought negative results to our 
reservation environment. No safety procedures or public notices were made for 
the benefit of the indigenous peoples. They used a spray that has not been 
approved for the public. Regardless of the numerous requests made for 
information it was never made available to the public. 

Something wrong had happened to our environment. I lost 32 grown chickens 
immediately after the spraying from the air by the US army planes. Over 200 
people had stomache surgury, including myself. Some Lakota women lost unborn 
babies or had deformed ones. All of the local birds died and disappeared for 
nearly 2 years. Some of the tree leaves turned brown and died early. Some fish 
died and just floated to the top of the water. Today our children are suffering 
muscle and bone pains 

The working group needs to ensure that Americas Indigenous environment and 
lands are protected by international human rights laws. 

I request the development of land and environmental policies that make it 
mandatory for all colonial governments to inform the public on the usage of toxic 
chemicals on indigenous lands. 

I request that the Oglala Lakota people have full access to international forums 
and laws. That the International community and the United States recognize our 
sovereignty. Also, provide us with the equality to exist as nation states along with 
the United States. The United States Congress along with its federal  courts 
continue to demonstrate insensitivity and racism toward my people. You must 
not neglect the human rights of the Oglala Lakota people. 

Madame chairperson, 

Help us in our efforts  to co-exist with all mankind in the United States and to 
eliminate all forms of racism against my people. Support our efforts  to have our 
1868 treaty with the United States of America honoured. Stand with the Oglala 



Lakota people in their efforts  to reclaim illegally stolen tribal lands. Specifically the 
Black Hills and Badlands located in the state of South Dakota USA. 

Let us all stand united with courage to promote the building of a permanent United 
Nations Council of Indigenous Peoples. 

In closing I want to thank the Great Spirit for giving me an opportunity to speak 
here today. It is an honor to be a part of the circle of many beautiful cultures, 
traditions and customs here today. Thank you for your time and patience with me. 
God bless all of the indigenous peoples in the spirit of unity and Human Rights 
progress. Thank you very much for listening to me. 


